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What is the real price of fame and success? Sometimes it is more than meets the eye.On more
than one occasion Hilda James managed to hide in the pool changing rooms and avoid
detection. The year was 1915 and the skinny 11 year old had only been sent to join the
swimming class to avoid Religious Education because her parents didn't approve of the lessons.
Hilda didn't want to learn to swim. Eventually she was found out and taken to join her class in the
water.By 1920 she was at the Olympic Games in Antwerp triumphantly winning a Silver Medal
for Great Britain in the relay final. These days, family support, sponsorship and ultimate stardom
are as good as guaranteed for the talented. A hundred years ago things were very different. As
she became a superstar, would Hilda and her coach manage to outwit her increasingly difficult
Parents to reach the 1924 Games in Paris, where she was tipped to win three gold medals?
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RESEARCHBIBLIOGRAPHYTHANKS CHAPTER 1GARSTON At the outbreak of the Great War
in 1914, John James was living in a rented terraced house with his beloved wife Gertrude and
their children. They had moved up from renting rooms over one of the shops in Garston High
Street, or St. Mary’s Road as it was properly known. 32 year old John worked on the early shift at
the postal sorting office in South Liverpool. Even with a steady job money was tight, and he
constantly found it hard to manage his family on postal wages. John would appear later in the
day on the streets of Garston with his ladders, cleaning windows to help make ends meet. He
would also take on any other kind of casual work he could find. In fact John James had gradually
built up a local reputation as an expert carpet beater and odd-jobber. He was also a bit of a rag
and bone man into the bargain, recycling and selling on all sorts of used items. Three years
younger than her husband, Gertie kept house and also took in sewing and dress-making to help
boost their small income. She could make or knit anything, and her children were always turned
out scrubbed clean and looking spotless. It was a good thing John was a strong provider. There
were four children, studious Elsie Mary, fun-loving Hilda Marjorie and two normally boisterous
boys, Jack Paterson and Walter Edward. Elsie was a keen scholar and excelled at her lessons.
The local school had already begun to suggest that she should be entered for grammar school
examinations and attempt to win a coveted free place. Both under educated, John and Gertie
doted on their clever eldest daughter and provision had been made for her to study. There was
an attic which John had converted into a large bedroom with space for a homework desk, and
he had carefully saved up to provide Elsie with a safety air heater. Family life was pretty normal
for the age; although money was always very tight there were plenty of traditional pastimes such
as board and card games, and everybody had fun with an old piano in the front parlour. The



boys preferred to play on the kitchen floor in the evenings and were often excused from family
music sessions. They were usually allowed use of the kitchen for an hour after the evening meal,
after which it was off to bed while Hilda sat by the kitchen table with her homework. John came
from Irish stock. His grandparents had been starved out of Ireland during the great potato famine
of the mid 19th century, finally escaping across the Irish Sea to settle in Liverpool. They had lost
their faith in the church, leaving tradition behind them as they fled from their native roots. Once
settled in Liverpool, they were drawn in to Pastor Charles Taze Russell’s Bible Study Movement.
This was the organisation which would later be restyled as The Jehovah’s Witnesses. Married to
John James at just 17, Gertrude Acton was a strong, sure woman and deeply moralistic. Her
family were actually Quakers, but to suit John she was happy to embrace Pastor Russell’s
teachings and joined the Movement, finding it a suitable vehicle for her fervent beliefs. Alcohol
was strictly prohibited, and the James’ kept a dry house where Sundays were completely set
aside for religious observance. There were no games allowed on a Sunday and the piano could
only be used for hymns. After family Bible Study time, the two girls would be packed off to a
suitable local Sunday group with their lunch. They would be joined by their parents and younger
brothers for a Meeting later in the day. Even though he worked for many hours in the day, John
cherished a lifelong passion for growing fruit and vegetables. Somehow he managed to find the
time to run his allotment, from which he fed the family. He had green fingers and always grew
high quality produce. There was even some left spare to sell or trade on occasion. In the back
yard there was a home-made coop where the children helped their father to look after the
chickens which supplied eggs, and occasionally meat. John was best described as a loving man
turned hard by drudgery and fatigue. He was a disciplinarian and would start to unbuckle his belt
as a warning to the children if they got out of line. At one time or another all four of them would
get belted with the leather, quickly learning to avoid repeating the experience whenever
possible. The James’ children were always taught never to want or ask for luxuries because they
had what they had, and that was good enough. Above all, they were allowed no self promotion
and definitely no “airs or graces”. Basically John and Gertie were poor but honest people, simple
folk with little ambition. Poor as they were, for the James family life wasn’t too hard by some
reckoning. There were plenty of people around them who didn’t have it so good. Hilda Marjorie
James was born on 27th April 1904, the second of John and Gertie’s five children, of which four
had survived. Just thirteen months younger than her sister Elsie, Hilda remained the youngest
until she was four, Jack and Walter being born in 1908 and 1909. Finally, another baby boy
arrived in 1912, although little Tommy was sadly lost after catching diphtheria during infancy.
Elsie and Hilda shared chores and were at the same time close friends and fierce rivals for most
of their lives. When sent on their normal walk to a local farm to collect supplies, Hilda was always
required to carry the milk and Elsie the cheese. If Elsie had carried the milk and Hilda the cheese
little of it would ever have arrived back at the house. Elsie rarely played outside and always
preferred the company of her books. On the other hand Hilda was skinny and athletic, exactly
the opposite of her sister and quite the tomboy. She was usually to be found kicking a ball or



engaged in some other form of street games, hopscotch and the like. She would often get into
various scrapes with the other neighbourhood children. More often than not she had scabby
knees, and she was always getting into trouble with her Ma over the state of her clothes. Gertie’s
younger daughter was a specialist at coming up with a novel excuse for having a torn pinafore,
but in spite of having to wear the thing she could usually beat the local boys in any races they
cared to run. On one notable occasion the poor pinafore completely failed to make it home. Hilda
was dared to climb over a large garden wall and throw fallers from an apple tree to her friends.
She managed to complete the dare, but was then chased back over the wall by a huge dog
which the house owner had let out when she was spotted. It was a good job the house had a
very big garden, because she only just had time to scramble back up the wall before the dog
caught up with her. There was a bit of a tug of war at the top and the dog ended up with most of
her pinafore. Hilda dropped safely down on the outside and laughed with the others as they
heard the dog’s trophy being savaged in the garden. After examining the remains of the pinafore
she quickly threw the rest of it back over the wall for the dog, because it really wasn’t worth
saving. Arriving home later she tried to sneak in unnoticed, certain that there would be some sort
of reckoning. Worse still, if she was caught telling lies it would definitely mean an appointment
with Pa’s belt and she knew that was best avoided. Hilda failed to make it to safety, and standing
in the kitchen looking the worse for wear she had to tell her Ma that she didn’t actually know
where the pinafore was. After all the dog might have put it anywhere, so she reckoned it was as
good as the truth. For a change Ma just sighed at her and she got away with it. In spite of the
general lack of funds, there were sometimes treats. If Elsie was dispatched after tea to fetch their
Grandpa and Grandma James from a few streets away, the children knew they would be in for an
evening of fun. Their grandparents would duly arrive with two of John’s brothers to find the
kitchen table cleared so that Ma and Grandma could spend the evening sewing or dressmaking
together. The four men would sit in the front parlour and play cards until late into the night, but
the adults would not settle down to their pastimes until there had been a proper show for the
children. Before they were finally sent off to bed, Elsie and Hilda would play the old piano and
sing for the adults. Some sort of entertainment would follow as requested by the boys, usually a
board game or a guessing game. After that, Grandpa James would solemnly produce his props
from a large box and there would be a wonderful puppet show for the four excited youngsters to
enjoy. The old man was apparently a dab hand at magic too. Grandpa was so clever that he
could have someone choose a card and then correctly pick it out of a shuffled pack. He had
even been known to make ha’pennies appear out of well behaved young people’s ears. By the
spring of 1915 John had proudly supplied his family with transport. He had done a clearing job
somewhere and rescued a couple of broken bicycles to restore for the girls. He and Gertie rode
an old tandem he had acquired, and to that he attached a small home-made trailer that he had
knocked together to pull the two boys along in style behind. John and Gertie must have both
been pretty fit. The family would have made quite a sight as they rode out of South Liverpool into
the countryside for picnics that summer.  
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RESEARCHBIBLIOGRAPHYTHANKS CHAPTER 1GARSTON At the outbreak of the Great War
in 1914, John James was living in a rented terraced house with his beloved wife Gertrude and
their children. They had moved up from renting rooms over one of the shops in Garston High
Street, or St. Mary’s Road as it was properly known. 32 year old John worked on the early shift at
the postal sorting office in South Liverpool. Even with a steady job money was tight, and he
constantly found it hard to manage his family on postal wages. John would appear later in the
day on the streets of Garston with his ladders, cleaning windows to help make ends meet. He
would also take on any other kind of casual work he could find. In fact John James had gradually
built up a local reputation as an expert carpet beater and odd-jobber. He was also a bit of a rag
and bone man into the bargain, recycling and selling on all sorts of used items. Three years
younger than her husband, Gertie kept house and also took in sewing and dress-making to help
boost their small income. She could make or knit anything, and her children were always turned
out scrubbed clean and looking spotless. It was a good thing John was a strong provider. There
were four children, studious Elsie Mary, fun-loving Hilda Marjorie and two normally boisterous
boys, Jack Paterson and Walter Edward. Elsie was a keen scholar and excelled at her lessons.
The local school had already begun to suggest that she should be entered for grammar school
examinations and attempt to win a coveted free place. Both under educated, John and Gertie
doted on their clever eldest daughter and provision had been made for her to study. There was
an attic which John had converted into a large bedroom with space for a homework desk, and
he had carefully saved up to provide Elsie with a safety air heater. Family life was pretty normal
for the age; although money was always very tight there were plenty of traditional pastimes such
as board and card games, and everybody had fun with an old piano in the front parlour. The
boys preferred to play on the kitchen floor in the evenings and were often excused from family
music sessions. They were usually allowed use of the kitchen for an hour after the evening meal,
after which it was off to bed while Hilda sat by the kitchen table with her homework. John came
from Irish stock. His grandparents had been starved out of Ireland during the great potato famine
of the mid 19th century, finally escaping across the Irish Sea to settle in Liverpool. They had lost
their faith in the church, leaving tradition behind them as they fled from their native roots. Once
settled in Liverpool, they were drawn in to Pastor Charles Taze Russell’s Bible Study Movement.
This was the organisation which would later be restyled as The Jehovah’s Witnesses. Married to
John James at just 17, Gertrude Acton was a strong, sure woman and deeply moralistic. Her
family were actually Quakers, but to suit John she was happy to embrace Pastor Russell’s



teachings and joined the Movement, finding it a suitable vehicle for her fervent beliefs. Alcohol
was strictly prohibited, and the James’ kept a dry house where Sundays were completely set
aside for religious observance. There were no games allowed on a Sunday and the piano could
only be used for hymns. After family Bible Study time, the two girls would be packed off to a
suitable local Sunday group with their lunch. They would be joined by their parents and younger
brothers for a Meeting later in the day. Even though he worked for many hours in the day, John
cherished a lifelong passion for growing fruit and vegetables. Somehow he managed to find the
time to run his allotment, from which he fed the family. He had green fingers and always grew
high quality produce. There was even some left spare to sell or trade on occasion. In the back
yard there was a home-made coop where the children helped their father to look after the
chickens which supplied eggs, and occasionally meat. John was best described as a loving man
turned hard by drudgery and fatigue. He was a disciplinarian and would start to unbuckle his belt
as a warning to the children if they got out of line. At one time or another all four of them would
get belted with the leather, quickly learning to avoid repeating the experience whenever
possible. The James’ children were always taught never to want or ask for luxuries because they
had what they had, and that was good enough. Above all, they were allowed no self promotion
and definitely no “airs or graces”. Basically John and Gertie were poor but honest people, simple
folk with little ambition. Poor as they were, for the James family life wasn’t too hard by some
reckoning. There were plenty of people around them who didn’t have it so good. Hilda Marjorie
James was born on 27th April 1904, the second of John and Gertie’s five children, of which four
had survived. Just thirteen months younger than her sister Elsie, Hilda remained the youngest
until she was four, Jack and Walter being born in 1908 and 1909. Finally, another baby boy
arrived in 1912, although little Tommy was sadly lost after catching diphtheria during infancy.
Elsie and Hilda shared chores and were at the same time close friends and fierce rivals for most
of their lives. When sent on their normal walk to a local farm to collect supplies, Hilda was always
required to carry the milk and Elsie the cheese. If Elsie had carried the milk and Hilda the cheese
little of it would ever have arrived back at the house. Elsie rarely played outside and always
preferred the company of her books. On the other hand Hilda was skinny and athletic, exactly
the opposite of her sister and quite the tomboy. She was usually to be found kicking a ball or
engaged in some other form of street games, hopscotch and the like. She would often get into
various scrapes with the other neighbourhood children. More often than not she had scabby
knees, and she was always getting into trouble with her Ma over the state of her clothes. Gertie’s
younger daughter was a specialist at coming up with a novel excuse for having a torn pinafore,
but in spite of having to wear the thing she could usually beat the local boys in any races they
cared to run. On one notable occasion the poor pinafore completely failed to make it home. Hilda
was dared to climb over a large garden wall and throw fallers from an apple tree to her friends.
She managed to complete the dare, but was then chased back over the wall by a huge dog
which the house owner had let out when she was spotted. It was a good job the house had a
very big garden, because she only just had time to scramble back up the wall before the dog



caught up with her. There was a bit of a tug of war at the top and the dog ended up with most of
her pinafore. Hilda dropped safely down on the outside and laughed with the others as they
heard the dog’s trophy being savaged in the garden. After examining the remains of the pinafore
she quickly threw the rest of it back over the wall for the dog, because it really wasn’t worth
saving. Arriving home later she tried to sneak in unnoticed, certain that there would be some sort
of reckoning. Worse still, if she was caught telling lies it would definitely mean an appointment
with Pa’s belt and she knew that was best avoided. Hilda failed to make it to safety, and standing
in the kitchen looking the worse for wear she had to tell her Ma that she didn’t actually know
where the pinafore was. After all the dog might have put it anywhere, so she reckoned it was as
good as the truth. For a change Ma just sighed at her and she got away with it. In spite of the
general lack of funds, there were sometimes treats. If Elsie was dispatched after tea to fetch their
Grandpa and Grandma James from a few streets away, the children knew they would be in for an
evening of fun. Their grandparents would duly arrive with two of John’s brothers to find the
kitchen table cleared so that Ma and Grandma could spend the evening sewing or dressmaking
together. The four men would sit in the front parlour and play cards until late into the night, but
the adults would not settle down to their pastimes until there had been a proper show for the
children. Before they were finally sent off to bed, Elsie and Hilda would play the old piano and
sing for the adults. Some sort of entertainment would follow as requested by the boys, usually a
board game or a guessing game. After that, Grandpa James would solemnly produce his props
from a large box and there would be a wonderful puppet show for the four excited youngsters to
enjoy. The old man was apparently a dab hand at magic too. Grandpa was so clever that he
could have someone choose a card and then correctly pick it out of a shuffled pack. He had
even been known to make ha’pennies appear out of well behaved young people’s ears. By the
spring of 1915 John had proudly supplied his family with transport. He had done a clearing job
somewhere and rescued a couple of broken bicycles to restore for the girls. He and Gertie rode
an old tandem he had acquired, and to that he attached a small home-made trailer that he had
knocked together to pull the two boys along in style behind. John and Gertie must have both
been pretty fit. The family would have made quite a sight as they rode out of South Liverpool into
the countryside for picnics that summer.  

CHAPTER 1GARSTON At the outbreak of the Great War in 1914, John James was living in a
rented terraced house with his beloved wife Gertrude and their children. They had moved up
from renting rooms over one of the shops in Garston High Street, or St. Mary’s Road as it was
properly known. 32 year old John worked on the early shift at the postal sorting office in South
Liverpool. Even with a steady job money was tight, and he constantly found it hard to manage
his family on postal wages. John would appear later in the day on the streets of Garston with his
ladders, cleaning windows to help make ends meet. He would also take on any other kind of
casual work he could find. In fact John James had gradually built up a local reputation as an
expert carpet beater and odd-jobber. He was also a bit of a rag and bone man into the bargain,



recycling and selling on all sorts of used items. Three years younger than her husband, Gertie
kept house and also took in sewing and dress-making to help boost their small income. She
could make or knit anything, and her children were always turned out scrubbed clean and
looking spotless. It was a good thing John was a strong provider. There were four children,
studious Elsie Mary, fun-loving Hilda Marjorie and two normally boisterous boys, Jack Paterson
and Walter Edward. Elsie was a keen scholar and excelled at her lessons. The local school had
already begun to suggest that she should be entered for grammar school examinations and
attempt to win a coveted free place. Both under educated, John and Gertie doted on their clever
eldest daughter and provision had been made for her to study. There was an attic which John
had converted into a large bedroom with space for a homework desk, and he had carefully
saved up to provide Elsie with a safety air heater. Family life was pretty normal for the age;
although money was always very tight there were plenty of traditional pastimes such as board
and card games, and everybody had fun with an old piano in the front parlour. The boys
preferred to play on the kitchen floor in the evenings and were often excused from family music
sessions. They were usually allowed use of the kitchen for an hour after the evening meal, after
which it was off to bed while Hilda sat by the kitchen table with her homework. John came from
Irish stock. His grandparents had been starved out of Ireland during the great potato famine of
the mid 19th century, finally escaping across the Irish Sea to settle in Liverpool. They had lost
their faith in the church, leaving tradition behind them as they fled from their native roots. Once
settled in Liverpool, they were drawn in to Pastor Charles Taze Russell’s Bible Study Movement.
This was the organisation which would later be restyled as The Jehovah’s Witnesses. Married to
John James at just 17, Gertrude Acton was a strong, sure woman and deeply moralistic. Her
family were actually Quakers, but to suit John she was happy to embrace Pastor Russell’s
teachings and joined the Movement, finding it a suitable vehicle for her fervent beliefs. Alcohol
was strictly prohibited, and the James’ kept a dry house where Sundays were completely set
aside for religious observance. There were no games allowed on a Sunday and the piano could
only be used for hymns. After family Bible Study time, the two girls would be packed off to a
suitable local Sunday group with their lunch. They would be joined by their parents and younger
brothers for a Meeting later in the day. Even though he worked for many hours in the day, John
cherished a lifelong passion for growing fruit and vegetables. Somehow he managed to find the
time to run his allotment, from which he fed the family. He had green fingers and always grew
high quality produce. There was even some left spare to sell or trade on occasion. In the back
yard there was a home-made coop where the children helped their father to look after the
chickens which supplied eggs, and occasionally meat. John was best described as a loving man
turned hard by drudgery and fatigue. He was a disciplinarian and would start to unbuckle his belt
as a warning to the children if they got out of line. At one time or another all four of them would
get belted with the leather, quickly learning to avoid repeating the experience whenever
possible. The James’ children were always taught never to want or ask for luxuries because they
had what they had, and that was good enough. Above all, they were allowed no self promotion



and definitely no “airs or graces”. Basically John and Gertie were poor but honest people, simple
folk with little ambition. Poor as they were, for the James family life wasn’t too hard by some
reckoning. There were plenty of people around them who didn’t have it so good. Hilda Marjorie
James was born on 27th April 1904, the second of John and Gertie’s five children, of which four
had survived. Just thirteen months younger than her sister Elsie, Hilda remained the youngest
until she was four, Jack and Walter being born in 1908 and 1909. Finally, another baby boy
arrived in 1912, although little Tommy was sadly lost after catching diphtheria during infancy.
Elsie and Hilda shared chores and were at the same time close friends and fierce rivals for most
of their lives. When sent on their normal walk to a local farm to collect supplies, Hilda was always
required to carry the milk and Elsie the cheese. If Elsie had carried the milk and Hilda the cheese
little of it would ever have arrived back at the house. Elsie rarely played outside and always
preferred the company of her books. On the other hand Hilda was skinny and athletic, exactly
the opposite of her sister and quite the tomboy. She was usually to be found kicking a ball or
engaged in some other form of street games, hopscotch and the like. She would often get into
various scrapes with the other neighbourhood children. More often than not she had scabby
knees, and she was always getting into trouble with her Ma over the state of her clothes. Gertie’s
younger daughter was a specialist at coming up with a novel excuse for having a torn pinafore,
but in spite of having to wear the thing she could usually beat the local boys in any races they
cared to run. On one notable occasion the poor pinafore completely failed to make it home. Hilda
was dared to climb over a large garden wall and throw fallers from an apple tree to her friends.
She managed to complete the dare, but was then chased back over the wall by a huge dog
which the house owner had let out when she was spotted. It was a good job the house had a
very big garden, because she only just had time to scramble back up the wall before the dog
caught up with her. There was a bit of a tug of war at the top and the dog ended up with most of
her pinafore. Hilda dropped safely down on the outside and laughed with the others as they
heard the dog’s trophy being savaged in the garden. After examining the remains of the pinafore
she quickly threw the rest of it back over the wall for the dog, because it really wasn’t worth
saving. Arriving home later she tried to sneak in unnoticed, certain that there would be some sort
of reckoning. Worse still, if she was caught telling lies it would definitely mean an appointment
with Pa’s belt and she knew that was best avoided. Hilda failed to make it to safety, and standing
in the kitchen looking the worse for wear she had to tell her Ma that she didn’t actually know
where the pinafore was. After all the dog might have put it anywhere, so she reckoned it was as
good as the truth. For a change Ma just sighed at her and she got away with it. In spite of the
general lack of funds, there were sometimes treats. If Elsie was dispatched after tea to fetch their
Grandpa and Grandma James from a few streets away, the children knew they would be in for an
evening of fun. Their grandparents would duly arrive with two of John’s brothers to find the
kitchen table cleared so that Ma and Grandma could spend the evening sewing or dressmaking
together. The four men would sit in the front parlour and play cards until late into the night, but
the adults would not settle down to their pastimes until there had been a proper show for the



children. Before they were finally sent off to bed, Elsie and Hilda would play the old piano and
sing for the adults. Some sort of entertainment would follow as requested by the boys, usually a
board game or a guessing game. After that, Grandpa James would solemnly produce his props
from a large box and there would be a wonderful puppet show for the four excited youngsters to
enjoy. The old man was apparently a dab hand at magic too. Grandpa was so clever that he
could have someone choose a card and then correctly pick it out of a shuffled pack. He had
even been known to make ha’pennies appear out of well behaved young people’s ears. By the
spring of 1915 John had proudly supplied his family with transport. He had done a clearing job
somewhere and rescued a couple of broken bicycles to restore for the girls. He and Gertie rode
an old tandem he had acquired, and to that he attached a small home-made trailer that he had
knocked together to pull the two boys along in style behind. John and Gertie must have both
been pretty fit. The family would have made quite a sight as they rode out of South Liverpool into
the countryside for picnics that summer. CHAPTER 2EARLY SWIMMING At the start of the
1915 autumn school term Hilda started at Victoria School in Garston, a year behind her sister
Elsie. As their strict religious doctrine conflicted sharply with the school’s regular Church of
England teaching, the James’ girls were not allowed to participate in Religious Education (RE)
lessons. Because Elsie had already been earmarked for an attempt at the Grammar School
scholarship, she was allowed the time for extra maths study instead of RE, but that wouldn’t suit
Hilda. The only other option available for avoiding the RE lessons was a twice weekly trip to
Garston’s Victorian Swimming Baths. Ma duly knitted her younger daughter a swimming
costume, and the following Monday Hilda walked to the baths with the swimming class for the
first time. Hilda was slow to get changed, mainly because the new costume was tight and
scratchy. Even worse, it was horribly revealing and for that she instantly hated it. By the time she
had fought her way into the beastly thing she could already hear the other children splashing
about and shouting about how cold the water was. Hilda shivered at the thought, and her
enthusiasm for swimming lessons faded fast. Maybe a dunk in the cold water wasn’t going to be
her thing after all. Hilda could hear the swimming teacher working her way along the long line of
changing cubicles banging all the doors open to check that everyone was changed and in the
water. Cubicle inspection must have been fairly cursory because somehow, by thinking thin and
keeping very still in the far corner she managed not to be noticed. At the end of the lesson and
hidden among the crowd of children poolside, Hilda slipped into the girls toilets. By splashing
some water on her hair and costume she was able to pass inspection and walk triumphantly
back to school having survived the swimming trip. By using the same dodge, Hilda successfully
managed to hang out for another lesson before finally being discovered at locker inspection on
her third attempt to hide. Just occasionally teachers don’t do what you might expect. There was
no real shouting or telling off, and she was not punished. Had she been, World sporting history
might have turned out very differently. The teacher simply asked two of the older swimmers to
walk the reluctant new girl to the shallow end and help her climb in. One of these was the
school’s Head Girl who Hilda knew her big sister Elsie admired. Although Hilda cried until she



had been taken down the steps and walked into the pool right up to her shoulders, the water
actually wasn’t too bad. She was then allowed back to the shallow end and left to stand holding
the side bars until it was time to get out. Crucially during her first visit to the pool she was not
forced to join in the lesson. Climbing out of the water at the end of the session, she did notice
that to her great embarrassment the knitted costume weighed about three times as much when
wet, sagged a lot and was positively indecent. By the following Monday’s visit to the baths Hilda
had largely overcome her initial reluctance. The water had not actually been as cold as she had
been led to believe, and both the swimming teacher and the Head Girl had earned her respect
by being firm but fair because they had allowed her time enough to acclimatise at her own pace.
She steeled herself to get in, get on with it and learn this new swimming thing. She said that at
first it was just like playing about. She hadn’t realised that almost immediately she had actually
started to swim. And so, on the 29th September 1915 and after just a couple of lessons, eleven
year old Hilda Marjorie James joined many of her classmates in doggy paddling along the pool
and back to earn her very first certificate from the Liverpool and District Teachers Association
(L&DTA). All things considered it might have been a pretty inauspicious start, but ultimately it
would prove to be the launch of an astronomical nine year amateur swimming career. Along the
way Hilda would receive World acclaim as an ambassador for the sport. 29/9/15L&DTA
Swimming Certificate3rd Class - 50 yards 1916 was a particularly difficult year in the James
household. The postal sorting office closed, temporarily forcing John out of work. Because he
was not prepared to go to war on account of his deeply held religious beliefs, there was
immediately an urgent need to find an alternative course of action. Faced with the ever growing
probability of conscription he might eventually have had to declare himself as a conscientious
objector, a moral position during the Great War which brought stigma, revulsion and often even a
jail sentence. However, John was a pragmatist. Not willing to jeopardise his family life he
managed to tread a delicate balance between the practical reality of a country at war and the
moral ideal of pacifism. When John lost his job, Gertie had taken on lodgers in the form of two
men from the countryside who came to find work in a local munitions factory. They rented the
James’ attic, and Elsie had to move down to share Hilda’s bedroom. She was still able to study
in peace because by this time water baby Hilda was usually out at the evening swimming
session at the baths. In the end the lodgers actually came to John’s rescue when they found him
a job as a middle manager at the factory. He was lucky, because although basically uneducated
he had plenty of common sense to help him. He was only able to justify himself morally by the
fact that he was not actually involved in making ammunition. In spite of all this he did fail to avoid
local conscription, finding himself out on patrol most nights having being drafted in as a Special
Constable on fire warning duty. He felt content to do that as he was seen to be doing his bit by
helping to protect the neighbourhood. In 1916, Hilda swam from strength to strength,
gaining; 5/16School Beginners Swimming PrizeA race across the pool - Won 5/16The Lord
Mayor of Liverpool’sPrize for Swimming75 yards in 1:20.00 L&DTA Swimming Certificate 2nd
Class200 yards L&DTA swimming Certificate 1st Class For her 13th birthday in April 1917 Hilda



asked her parents if they might be able to buy her a season contract for the baths. It was a big
ask, but they did manage to scrape the money together from somewhere. After that she swam
every evening between 6 & 7 PM. She was already gaining a reputation as a keen and dedicated
swimmer, and she was soon granted special permission by the baths management to stay late
until 8 PM with the senior swimmers. By this time she was already on the school swimming
team, competing against other Liverpool schools at small local galas. A visit to the baths in
Garston cost a penny on a 1st class day when the water was crystal clear but freezing cold.
Fresh water was supplied by Liverpool’s revolutionary cold water system directly from the Lake
Vyrnwy Dam some sixty miles to the south in Wales. On a 2nd class day it was only a ha’penny
to swim, but the water could best be described as “pretty cloudy” from all the unwashed
swimmers, as it didn’t actually have a full filtration system. Like most Victorian baths Garston had
hot bathtubs for hire, although many people didn’t share Ma James’ enthusiasm for washing
properly with hot water and soap. A lot of the local folk simply visited the baths occasionally for a
dip in the public pool, substituting that for a proper bath. Many of them were railway and factory
workers with plenty of grime to wash off. On a 2nd class day the major compensation was that
the water in the pool was actually warm, having been gradually heated by an ingenious system
of pipes connected to Garston’s waste incinerator which was situated next door. Later in the year
Elsie started at Aigburth Vale High School, having duly won the free scholarship as predicted.
Gaining a good education was her dream, but achieving it would put an extra strain on the
James’ limited resources. John and Gertie were intensely proud that their clever daughter was
going to get her education, but they soon discovered with some horror that the supposedly free
scholarship only covered the basic school fees. Money would have to be found from somewhere
for uniform, travel, books and so on. There were all manner of other extras to pay for. Because
Elsie had to leave home early and would get back later Hilda began to balance her swimming
against extra chores, taking on many of Elsie’s regular tasks as well as her own. The hardest
thing she had to do was to make sure that two reluctant boys were washed and ready to their
mother’s high standard every day, before walking them to their school and hurrying to get to
hers. Somehow she had also found the time and energy to begin earning her own contribution to
the family coffers by taking a Saturday job at one of the greengrocery stores in Garston High
Street. The coach at Garston Swimming Club approached John James at the baths one evening.
Mr. Howcroft wanted to ask Mr. James if he might allow his daughter to take up a club
membership. John had been pleased to see Hilda’s seemingly limitless energy and enthusiasm
properly harnessed by her interest in swimming. Aware that Hilda would probably see club
membership as an achievement equal to Elsie’s school scholarship, he agreed to her becoming
a Garston Swimming Club Junior. More important recognition was soon to follow in the form of
Liverpool and District Teachers Association certificates which were beginning to document the
signs of a real emerging talent. Hilda was already returning some times which were significantly
below the standards set for gaining the certificates. 12/9/17 - L&DTA CertificateFor Bettering
Standard Time(Set at 1:15.00)75 yards Freestyle in 1.11.00 14/9/17 - L&DTA CertificateFor



Bettering Standard Time(Set at 1:20.00)75 yards Breast Stroke in 1.11.60 As seems so often to
be the case, just when things were looking rosy for the James family, disaster struck without
warning. On Guy Fawkes Night, November 5th 1917, Jack and Walter were playing with some
Bengal matches at a bonfire party. As 8 year old Walter tried to strike one of the matches the
long head flew off and hit 9 year old Jack, still burning fiercely as it stuck to one of his woollen
socks. His shorts caught fire and he was very seriously burned. At the local hospital the
distraught John and Gertie were simply told that Jack would not recover, and for many weeks
the family kept a bedside vigil. As was so common then they had already lost one child during
infancy, but they were not willing to give up another so easily. Once again the family re-organised
to meet the changing circumstances and everyone pulled together. Reinforced by prayer, Ma
stoically took up residence in the hospital ward and helped to look after her desperately sick
child. She slept on a pallet alongside his bed and helped to tend him as best she
could. Common practice in those days would have meant having the eldest daughter
automatically take over from her Mother at home. There was no way Pa would hear of Elsie
leaving school, so it was suddenly delegated to Hilda to take up running the house. Fortunately,
Ma had made sure that both her girls were properly trained, but it meant that at just 13½ years
old, Hilda’s formal education was effectively finished. She simply stopped attending school. To
add to all her new household duties, she also managed to make twice daily hospital visits to Ma
and Jack, bringing them her home-cooked food. 1917 – THE FIRST FEW SWIMMING BADGES
ON A KNITTED COSTUME WHICH WAS “TIGHT, SCRATCHY AND HORRIBLY REVEALING,
ESPECIALLY WHEN WET” 1919 – MORE SUITABLY ATTIREDAND ALREADY WINNING
TROPHIES Jack was gravely ill for weeks on end, but did very gradually start to recover from
the awful burns. Almost as soon as his recovery began he suffered a series of major setbacks
and nearly died. The poor child was stricken with scarlet fever followed by a double mastoid
abscess and bronchitis, all of which contrived to extend his hospital stay until well into the
following spring. The lasting effects of the firework injuries and the series of infections left him
very frail, with permanently damaged lungs, hearing and sight. Like his sister Hilda, Jack James
would never get to school again. The thin, pale child would be home schooled and eventually he
would proudly become his religious family’s bible study expert. Against all the odds Jack would
eventually marry and become a father. As the years went by the long term damage became even
more apparent, and by the time he reached middle age he was gradually losing both his sight
and hearing. Often in great pain, he would somehow manage to struggle on as a delicate invalid
until he was nearly seventy. During this period Hilda demonstrated why she would later have
the mental attitude for the competition circuit. She was absolutely determined to cope with the
new arrangements and in fact she managed to run the house admirably through the winter of
1917. In a rare concession to his daughter and knowing that she had quite enough on her plate,
Pa made the reluctant decision to let the two lodgers go. Although desperately tired most of the
time Hilda still found the energy to swim, if not every single night then certainly every other.
Whatever else she managed, Garston club nights on a Tuesday and Thursday were her “My



Time”, and even her father was not prepared to argue with her about that. On Hilda’s 14th
birthday in April 1918, Liverpool City Council presented her with a complimentary year long
swimming contract via the Schools Association. It was usual practice then for swimmers
demonstrating better than the standard times to be rewarded in this way. Hilda had been told at a
club night to expect the award. She was delighted, because with all the costs of Elsie’s schooling
she knew it would be difficult for the family to finance her hobby for another year. Even with all
the extra tasks she had taken on, somehow she had managed to keep her Saturday job at the
shop through the winter, carefully saving some of the few pennies she earned to try and help her
father cover the cost of a new contract. By the late spring of 1918 Ma was nursing Jack at home.
He was still worryingly weak and listless, and his care took up most of her time. Hilda still ran the
house and did most of the cooking. Once things settled down a bit at home, Hilda was offered a
full time position as a shop assistant a the greengrocery. That helped compensate for the loss of
the income from the lodgers which she mistakenly believed was somehow her fault. The shop
owners knew how stoically she had coped and they were kind to Hilda. She was often sent
home not only paid, but with a food parcel tucked under her arm containing “something to help
out”. Also by then the club’s coach had started to watch this particular young swimmer very
carefully. Originally from Bury in Lancashire, 43 year old William James “Bill” Howcroft was a
moustachioed man of military bearing who was instrumental in the extraordinary success of the
Garston Club swimmers. A straight talking man with an honest and direct approach, he was one
of the country’s leading coaches for many years, later developing into a swimming historian and
author of some repute. At odds with his appearance, Howcroft delivered his rather refined
Lancashire accent in a high pitched voice, which was ideal for getting his message across to
swimmers from poolside. He was known to work his trainees hard, but with great results. In the
summer Mr. Howcroft wrote to Hilda’s parents to ask them for a formal meeting. He and his wife
were duly asked to tea one Sunday afternoon. Howcroft told Mr. and Mrs. James that their
daughter was beginning to attract a lot of attention from within the swimming fraternity as a
disciplined and fast swimmer. Her training was starting to come along in leaps and bounds at the
club. More importantly, young Hilda was beginning to return some very fast times. It was his
opinion that she might possibly even improve to a level where she may be able to challenge
some English records in the future. He then asked John James if he would allow Hilda to travel
around the country with the Garston Juniors team, giving demonstrations and competing at club
level. In fact, Howcroft had deliberately been holding back in his description of Hilda’s swimming
talent, lest he frighten her parents too much. At that time the Garston Swimming Club was one of
the most prominent in the country, and to their coach it looked like they had the opportunity to
develop a young swimmer that could do exceptionally well. Frankly, at this stage of her training
he had never seen anyone quite like her. Even at that early stage Bill Howcroft genuinely
believed he might have the makings of a major star on his hands. After their visitors had left,
there was quite a heated family discussion. Hilda was absolutely desperate to be given the
chance to travel and compete but she was also mindful of her responsibilities to the family, both



practical and financial. Her mother was harder to convince, as she worried about her younger
daughter and the moral minefield of being away from the family. John said Hilda should be
allowed the chance to compete if she was really that good, but Gertie was having none of
it. Elsie also wanted Hilda to be given her opportunity and was acutely aware of what her
younger sister had given up to allow her the chance to grasp hers. She knew how difficult her Ma
was going to be, so the next day she went out to the allotment to talk to Pa. Elsie begged him to
let her take back some of Hilda’s many chores so that Hilda could deepen her involvement with
the swimming club. It was a very hard call for John, and it took him several days of serious
thought in the peaceful surroundings of his allotment before he decided to seek approval from
his wife. That was never going to be easy as his Gertie was strong willed to say the least, with
fixed ideas about what was right. He would never lay down the law with her, either she would
have to agree with him or he would not allow Hilda the chance to compete. In the end he did
manage to persuade Gertie to concede her grudging approval, but only on the strict proviso that
both the Club and Mr. Howcroft pledged to chaperone Hilda appropriately at all times. Hilda had
one other stroke of luck at that point, finding herself allowed by her employers at the
greengrocery shop to take any time off she needed to attend competitions. The shop owners
were already proud of their hard-working assistant, and were actually the very first people to
openly associate themselves with Hilda’s name and success as a swimmer. The moment she
started winning, Hilda’s employers began to specifically market Fyffes brand bananas outside
their shop with a board bearing the legend “Fyffes Bananas - As Used by the Garston Swimmer
Hilda James to Aid in Her Training”. Outwardly it was an innocent enough local advertising
campaign, making their hard working assistant feel like a bit of a celebrity in the village, as
everybody shopping In the High Street saw her name. A few years later she would be a proper
celebrity and half the civilised World would know her name, but that first spot of local advertising
would eventually come back to haunt her with dramatic results. Permission for Hilda to join Bill
Howcroft’s travelling team was finally granted just in time for Garston Swimming Club to whisk
their new junior team member away to the Northern Counties Amateur Swimming Association
(NCASA) Championships. Hilda fully justified her place on the team, gaining 3rd places in both
the 75 and 100 yards junior Freestyle races, plus an equal 3rd in the Ladies Breast Stroke. She
then went straight on to compete at the 1918 Olympic Tests, winning a surprise medal in the 100
yards Freestyle race. Even though she was only just 14, Hilda then took the honours at Garston’s
own 100 yards championship. 1919 would be another year of very hard work for young Hilda
James. At his request, the management at Garston baths had allowed Bill Howcroft to hold a set
of keys, so he started to unlock at 6 AM on several mornings each week to allow Hilda exclusive
access to the pool before work. Almost every evening she would be back at the baths training for
at least another three hours. As she turned 15 Howcroft had his protégé on what would seem to
be a normal training regime today, but a century ago it was nothing short of
revolutionary. Together they worked on different strokes and also on racing dives, turns,
breathing methods, stroke timing and so on. He was starting to hone what he had correctly



spotted as a rare natural talent. In addition to his own commitment, he had found a student who
was willing to pay attention and work very hard. It has to be said that it wasn’t only Hilda putting
in all the extra time. Apart from organising her training, plus discharging all his normal club
duties, Howcroft held down a full time job as a manager at the local gasworks. Hilda might have
been the club’s new tool but Bill Howcroft was definitely the craftsman wielding it. On the one
hand he was by all accounts a man as stern and demanding as her father, but on the other and
quite unlike John James he had a well developed sense of humour which he brought to the club.
Naturally, as a product of the age he was formal and proper most of the time, but he could relax
and enjoy a proper laugh with his team when the circumstances permitted. Along with the rest of
the Garston Juniors with whom she trained, Hilda liked and respected her coach, and she also
began to get the best out of him by rewarding him with solid results. Howcroft was also coaching
several other very promising young swimmers, notably two girls called Charlotte Radcliffe and
Grace McKenzie. They were a year older than Hilda and had both been under his tutelage
longer. The pair also benefited from the new coaching routines and would often turn up at the
pool early in the morning when they were not even scheduled to train. They did this partly to
support Hilda but also on their own account. Usually she could out-swim the pair of them
anyway, but competitively the friendly rivalry was good for them all. The three soon became
great friends and close team mates, often travelling and rooming together at events. Although
Howcroft was already renowned as a successful and respected coach, he was beginning to turn
up the heat at competitions with a crack team of young swimmers. The certificates kept rolling in
too. In March 1919 Hilda was one of fifteen of Bill Howcroft’s Garston Juniors awarded an
unusual Certificate by the English Amateur Swimming Association (ASA). The exact wording
read; “For honorary services rendered to the ASA in demonstrating the correct methods of
swimming”. This was in recognition of the wartime efforts of Howcroft and his young team in
travelling and demonstrating to clubs all over the country. In September Hilda bettered her
NCASA Championship result of the previous year by winning the NCASA 75 yards junior
Freestyle race at Westminster Road Baths in Liverpool. In fact she startled the meeting’s officials
with her performance, which was so good that she was immediately entered for the 100 yards
senior race series later in the evening. Hilda gave the far more experienced senior field a proper
fright in the 100 yards, returning an unprecedented second place. This was probably the first
event that made Garston’s rival clubs really sit up and take notice. The year also saw her first
recorded result in the English ASA Championships which were held at Garston, with a 6th place
in the 100 yards senior race. She then managed to snatch a surprise medal at the 1919 Olympic
Tests, when she recorded a time of 2.20.40 in the 150 yards back stroke. 24/9/19NCASA Junior
Ladies75 yards Freestyle – WonTime 53.60Westminster Road, Liverpool Following the end of
the Great War, the munitions factory at Garston closed and John James returned to his odd-
jobbing and window cleaning. He was always happier outdoors anyway and he felt morally
relieved to be away from the arms business, which had served its purpose and seen him safely
through the war. He would never return to the postal work, instead adding to his meagre income



by taking on a second allotment which he began to run as a regular local market garden. As he
was already a passionate and naturally talented gardener that suited him admirably, and in fact it
did become quite a success. John was soon able to supply various shops with his high quality
produce, including the one where his daughter worked. 1918 - A CHILLY DAY OUTSIDE
COVENTRY BATHS - BILL HOWCROFT (RIGHT) ON TOUR WITH HIS GARSTON
JUNIORSBACK ROW - ALAN MANN, WILLIE JOY, AUSTIN RAWLINSON, HARRY PHILLIPS,
WILLIE OWENS. MIDDLE ROW - MARGERY FINCH, MAY SPENCER, LILY BENNETT,
CHARLOTTE RADCLIFFE, HILDA JAMES. FRONT ROW – ROBERT McKENZIE, JAMES
EDWARDSON, JOE CROWTHER CHAPTER 3THE ANTWERP OLYMPICS Hilda James was
beginning to attract a lot of attention as a rapidly improving Northern Counties club swimmer. By
early 1920 she was receiving some of the best coaching available in England from her mentor,
the already highly respected Bill Howcroft of Liverpool’s Garston Swimming Club. With that level
of support she was beginning to nip at the heels of her contemporaries at both the Northern and
English ASA competitions. Hilda was also working full time as a shop assistant in Garston and
helping to support her family when she could. She was unaware that in the following four years
she would be a household name both in England and across the globe, as she became one of
the first true sports celebrities. The year started with her usual round of solid performances in the
main ASA Championships. Hilda was placed 4th in the 220 yards and 3rd in the 100 yards
Freestyle races, which were both won by a lady from Nottingham called Connie Jeans. Hilda
added a respectable 2nd place in the 150 yards backstroke event. Constance Mabel Jeans was
five years older than Hilda and already long established as one of England’s top female
swimmers. The two would subsequently share a fierce and occasionally unpleasant rivalry over
the following five years, with Connie often swimming better but young Hilda sometimes better
still. Several record times would change hands between the pair more than once, sometimes in
rapid succession. From the outset Connie undoubtedly had the youngster marked down as a
threat. For her part, Hilda could never resist a challenge. It is not exactly clear why, but after just
one meeting the pair apparently took an instant and lasting dislike to each other. Hilda had also
begun to develop her gala performance beyond mere racing. When warming up at the pool she
had gradually taught herself to swim a lot of unusual strokes and trick routines. At first this was
solely for her own amusement. Why bother warming up for racing by, well, racing? Howcroft and
the other Garston swimmers became involved, mostly because she started to make them laugh
by doing imitations of them and also of swimmers and divers they knew from other clubs. There
was no shortage of material, with plenty of interesting characters on the swimming circuit to
impersonate. She was so cheeky that she even contrived to add a regular poolside turn as “Mr.
WJ ‘Owcroft, the World’s Strictest Trainer”, exaggerating his loud and high pitched Lancashire
accent which famously echoed off the tiles and the ceiling. She would puff out her chest and
strut up and down the side of the pool armed with a pool hook, ordering the other swimmers
about. Egged on by her team mates one evening, she finally dared to perform it in front of him.
Bill Howcroft watched dumbfounded for a few seconds before helplessly roaring with laughter.



The Garston coach could see his team becoming a close unit and enjoying themselves while
they worked. He appreciated the joke. Eventually Hilda developed all these high jinks into a
much more structured 20 minute routine, which quickly became a crowd favourite and a staple
request whenever she was invited to open a gala programme. She would swim feet first or dive
like a duck at the pond, float under water with one leg sticking up pretending to be a submarine
with a periscope, emerging from the water upside down and legs first. There were tricks known
as “Rolling home”, “Monkey up a Stick”, “Porpoise”, “The Nervous Diver” and many others. She
had a personal favourite called “The Crab”, which involved swimming sideways along the pool
using just her legs while remaining vertical, waving her hands in the air to make pincer
movements. She didn’t realise it then, but independently she was starting to develop some of the
manoeuvres we enjoy watching today in Synchronised Swimming. If Hilda had lived until 1984
she would undoubtedly have been delighted to see the American Synchro Swimmer Tracie Ruiz
lifting that sport’s first Olympic Gold Medal in Los Angeles. In fact, so successful was the trick
performance that for a while Hilda even mulled over the idea of developing a professional
swimming act. Maybe she could join a travelling circus or a carnival? Thinking about the reaction
she might get from her parents, she wisely let that idea slip away for the meantime. The next big
event on the 1920 swimming calendar was the Olympic Trials in Southport. The difference
between Olympic Tests and Trials was in name only; Trials events were held in an Olympic year
and Tests in other years. With Hilda’s steadily improving results and support from her club she
was invited to enter the competition at the last minute. Bill Howcroft reckoned that she might just
snatch a medal in the backstroke, as she was rapidly improving on her performance with
it. Ladies backstroke in those days was a double arm stroke i.e. with both arms rotating together.
Howcroft was also busy helping another of his other promising youngsters, a childhood pal of
Hilda’s called Austin Rawlinson, to develop as a backstroke contender. Austin was already using
the then revolutionary single arm rotations which would later become the standard back crawl
method. Using it, Austin would dominate English competition for several years hence, but
generally the ladies weren’t using the new back crawl by that stage. In the event, Hilda
astounded the selectors by taking not one but three gold test medals in the 100 and 220 yards
Freestyle, plus the 150 yards backstroke which she completed using the traditional method. The
Garston Coach was justifiably delighted with his confidence in her ability to rise to the great
occasion. 23/7/20 Olympic Tests100 yards FreestyleWon - Gold Test MedalTime
1:11.00Southport, Lancashire 23/7/20 Olympic Tests220 yards FreestyleWon – Gold Test
MedalAt Southport, Lancashire 23/7/20 Olympic Tests150 yards BackstrokeWon – Gold Test
MedalAt Southport, Lancashire Following that series of performances Hilda James was
suddenly dynamite, and the 16 year old was immediately selected for a place on the Great
Britain Olympic team for the VIIth Olympiad in Antwerp later in the year. Hilda’s Garston team
mates Grace McKenzie and Charlotte Radcliffe had already been selected; in fact even the
reserve member of the relay team was another of Howcroft’s young swimmers from Garston
called Lillian Birkenhead. Pressure was therefore put on the James family by the club, to allow



Hilda to travel with her friends. The Olympic Committee already had suitable chaperonage
arranged and although her mother was none too pleased about it, the precedent had already
been set. There was the usual round of objections from Ma and the subsequent series of rows
between her parents. Pa won the round again this time, and Hilda suddenly found that her
family’s permission to travel for British competitions had been extended to cover the Olympic
Games in Belgium. Together with the four Garston girls the Olympic swimming relay team would
also include Hilda’s great rival, Nottingham’s Connie Jeans. It looked like a dream team to the
selectors. All their travel and accommodation would be paid for, but the swimmers were required
to purchase their own silk costumes for the Games. They were highly expensive items by the
standards of the time, and as usual there was simply no spare money available in the incredibly
tight James budget. In fact, none of the Garston girls came from well off families and the problem
of outfitting was shared by the whole team. If Hilda thought that the cost of a swimming costume
might stop her going, she need not have worried. It quickly became known in and around
Garston that their swimmers were going to Antwerp en masse. In a spontaneous act of support,
the town got right behind their team. In just a few days the required money was raised with small
donations from local businesses and collection tins in various shops. The decision to stage the
1920 Olympic Games anywhere in Europe was incredibly brave. It was only 18 months after the
end of the Great War, and the entire continent was still in a state of chaos. In fact the Games had
only been switched to Antwerp from the planned city of Budapest in 1919, so preparation time
had been very limited as had been the available resources. The city of Antwerp had suffered
severe damage by sustained cannon fire during a major battle following a German siege in
1914, and post-war repairs had only just been properly started. The hastily prepared Olympic
swimming and diving venue, officially known rather grandly as the Stade Nautique d’Antwerp,
was in fact nothing better than a roped off canal basin surrounded by temporary seating. Even at
the height of the summer the water was cold and dirty. To their profound disgust the diving
competitors suffered the worst of it, emerging from the water covered in mud and slime from the
bottom. Frankly, it stank. The competitors’ accommodation in Antwerp was also probably best
described as basic. In fact some of the American team had taken one look at their allocated
billets and promptly decided to stay on their nice cosy ship tied up in the harbour. Under the
circumstances that was an odd and yet very telling move, as they had done nothing but
complain about third class conditions all the way across the Atlantic Ocean. Their ship, the U.S.
Army troop carrier “Princess Matoika”, had arrived in New York on one of a series of repatriation
runs bringing home not only the wounded, but also the remains of many soldiers killed during
the war in Europe. The better part of two years on from the end of the conflict, that operation was
still not complete. The second-hand ship was old and rusty, with very few amenities for athletes
and only the most basic accommodation. There was apparently a serious rat problem aboard,
and the male competitors were housed below the waterline where one of the major complaints
was that it still stank of death and decay. To add to the misery, their Atlantic crossing had taken
well over two weeks instead of one because they had sailed far to the south of the normal routes



to avoid icebergs, making conditions even worse in the stifling heat below decks. Conditions
failed to improve, even after a sit-in protest aboard. In fact after the games and in spite of having
tried to deal with the interior of the ship themselves, they flatly refused to travel back to New York
aboard her. Everything considered, if the accommodation on the ship was actually considered
better than what was on offer in town, conditions in Antwerp itself must have been pretty
dire. The Olympic Games were staged throughout the summer in those days, with each sport
having almost completely separate events at different times. The swimming competitions were
held over an eight day period, starting on 22nd August. Across the entire Games, 29 countries
were represented by about 2,700 competitors, but in all just 64 of these were women. The British
Ladies’ Swimming Team only had three events to contest, the 100m and 300m Freestyle and the
4x100m Freestyle Relay. The USA completely dominated the solo events with their rising star
Ethelda “‘Thelda” Bleibtrey taking both Gold Medals. In the 4x100m final the American team won
by an unprecedented 29 seconds over Great Britain, thereby comprehensively destroying the
World Record by a vast margin of over 40 seconds with a time of 5:11.60. Backed by her team
mates, ‘Thelda had completed a clean sweep by lifting her third Gold Medal of the week. All in all
not a bad performance for a girl who had only taken up swimming in the first place to help her
recover from the effects of childhood polio. The other relay teams might as well have been in a
different race, but the British girls managed to arrive at the finish line three seconds ahead of
third placed Sweden. In spite of the almost unbelievable time set by the Americans, they had
managed to break the 1912 English Record (and previous World Record) by some twelve
seconds. Hilda James, Connie Jeans, Grace McKenzie and Charlotte Radcliffe were now
Olympic Silver Medal holders, and they instantly became National Stars. 29/8/20Olympic
Final4x100m Freestyle RelayWon Silver MedalTeam – Hilda James, Constance Jeans,Grace
McKenzie, Charlotte RadcliffeTime 5:40.80Stade Nautique d’Antwerp, BelgiumEnglish Record 
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Vivienne, “An inspiring true story of struggle and achievement. This book has it all: adventure,
romance, humor, tragedy, hope and despair. It reads like a novel that sweeps you into its world
but it also has the power of truth to give it depth and substance.This is a true account of a young
woman's attempt to live out her dream of becoming an Olympic champion swimmer despite
opposition and hardship. Her personal story reveals not only her determination but also her
weaknesses, and throughout it all her irreverent sense of humor keeps us smiling and willing her
to succeed. The social world of Britain in the early twentieth century that she lived in and had to
navigate would be unthinkable today. Until the age of twenty one, young women were under the
control of their parents and were not free to make any decisions for themselves. As always, life
was hard for the working class and the education of a daughter was totally expendable should
she be needed to help out at home. The awakening of Hilda's gift as a swimmer and her ultimate
record breaking achievements play out against the backdrop of the social mores of the time and
the effect they had on her effort to attain her dreams.Her experiences in the 1920 Olympics in
Antwerp are not the only part of the story, though. We are held in thrall as she goes on to lead a
life of adventure and romance that is a total page turner.By the time I reached the last page there
were tears streaming down my cheeks. The final chapter was both funny and deeply moving,
and perfectly summed up both Hilda's courage in the face of adversity and also her wonderful
sense of humor.This account of the early history of competitive swimming is a rare resource for
anyone interested in the history of sport.Young swimmers will identify with the long hours of
training that lead to moments of success and personal glory.Downton Abbey fans get an entry
into the other world that existed but rarely touched the opulent life of the elite.Lovers of romance
will sigh, cry and ultimately cheer as the heroine meets and overcomes or is overcome by the
obstacles she faces.Oh - just buy it!”

Samuel Warwick, “Great account of a unique episode in UK sporting and maritime history. I first
became aware of Hilda James while researching the history of the Cunard liner Carinthia and
was immediately captivated by her story. As someone who had no prior knowledge of UK
swimming history I found it surprisingly engaging. There are many fascinating anecdotes such
as Hilda's time spent with Johnny Weissmuller and her swimming tour of South Africa. What was
also particularly interesting to me was the link with the Cunard Line through Hilda's husband
Hugh McAllister who is the author's grandfather. This introduced some aspects of early 20th
century Cunard history that I wasn't previously that familiar with such as the early Would Cruises
and developments in wireless technology at sea.Lost Olympics fully documents all the
impressive national and international swimming records held by Hilda and has numerous black
and white photographs from the author's family collection.I really enjoyed reading this book and
learning about this unique aspect of UK sporting and maritime history. Highly recommended.”



Sheelagh Higginson, “An inspiring book. I downloaded this book for free via the Kindle Lending
Library and after I finished reading it I bought a copy - yes, it was that good! I found the book to
be an education and an absolute inspiration to my later in life return to swimming.”

Rebecca Waters, “An intriguing biography. Ian McAllister shares more than the story of Hilda
James…he weaves a story depicting a way of life in Liverpool in in the early 1900's. The
biography of his grandmother is well researched. I found the story intriguing. I think I expected it
to be flowery and perfect, showing how remarkable his grandmother was as a leading athlete of
her time. But the real story, the true story, is how this young woman was a leading athlete in spite
of her family and conflict and cultural expectations. I fully expect this to one day show up as a
television series…not so much as the life of the privileged as in Downton Abbey, but as the life of
the struggling, gifted, and personable woman who swam her way into the hearts of her fellow
countrymen.”

Mary Keller Marvin, “Hilda James - A gal before her time!!!. Although it may seem like a
swimming or sport story by first glance, I found it to be so much more!!! I had to read it for a
story I was writing on Hilda James and surprisingly found I could not put it down. James was
once of the first feminists of her time, traveling the world in a time when women stayed home
and took care of the house and their families and she had a career that any man would of died to
of had! She was one heck of a lady with success and heartache but it's a story you'll be so glad
you read, whether you're a sports fan or not! And what a great time to read an Olympic athletes
story just before the Olympic Games! Here's to Hilda and her grandson Ian for sharing her
story!!!”

DonnaJ, “Fascinating read. I purchased the Kindle version of this book just the other day and
could not put it down. It was the most interesting and enjoyable book I have read for a long time,
although with one particular harrowing part. I had never heard of Hilda James before and frankly,
with what she accomplished, I am amazed that she is not more well known and she should
definitely be up there with the rest of the Olympic greats. Buy it, you definitely won't be
disappointed!!”

Vicuña, “Real Olympic spirit. I was fascinated by this story. Well written, easy to read and with
authoritative research by the subject's grandson, this was a refreshing and informed insight into
the true spirit of what Olympic competition really means. Long before it was debased by
commercialism, politics, power and personal gain, the games were a true pinnacle of success.
The hardships endured by those who aspired to take part are inspirational.A great story about a
wonderful lady.”

Jane D, “An Inspirational Lady. I could not put this book down! Hilda James's story is not just
about swimming, it's a beautiful insight into life in the 1920's and onwards, not just in the UK but



around the world. For anyone who is interested in swimming and or cruising it is an absolute
must read. For everyone else the human story of obedience and courage that Hilda displayed is
truly inspirational. Congratulations to the author, Hilda's grandson Ian McAllister the hours of
research you have spent on this were truly worth it x.”

D J Cossar, “An entertaining page-turner. This is the biography of Hilda James, a champion
swimmer of the 1920's, lovingly written as a tribute to her by grandson Ian McAllister.It tells the
story of the young lady who introduced the American Crawl - the stroke we nowadays refer to as
Freestyle - to the UK, how she won a silver medal at the 1920 Olympic Games in Antwerp, and
faced possible heartbreak at the 1924 Games in Paris.Meticulously researched and very much a
page-turner, just a matter of time before this story is turned into the new Saturday night period
drama!”

Mrs S D James, “interesting. well written and interesting as is it part of family history.”

The book by Ian Hugh McAllister has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 28 people have provided feedback.
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